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ON TAME CANTOR SETS IN SPHERES HAVING
THE SAME PROJECTION IN EACH DIRECTION

LESLIE C. GLASER

The main result of this paper is that for each n ^ 2 there exists in
En a tame (n - l)-sphere S containing a twice tame Cantor
subset C such that all projections of the two sets are the
same. That is, if Ha is any (n - l)-dimensional linear hyper-
space in En and πa: En ->Ha denotes the natural projection of
En onto ft, then for every a we have πa(S) = τrα(C). A
number of interesting corollaries follow immediately from this
result. One corollary is that there exists for each n ^ 2 a
countable collection of tame Cantor sets in En such that each
straight line in En intersects a countable number of these Cantor
sets.

1. Introduction and definitions. The main result (Corol-
laries 1 and 6) of this paper is that for each n § 2 there exists in En a
tame (n - 1)-sphere 5 containing a twice tame Cantor subset C such
that all projections of the two sets are the same (this is made precise in
Theorem 1). This generalizes the results of [5], where this result was
obtained for n = 3 and 2. Our result is obtained by first showing in
Theorem 1 that the above result holds for n ^ 2 if we weaken the
conclusion by only requiring that S - C is locally flat, rather than 5
itself being tame. By [3], an immediate corollary to Theorem 1 is the
main result for n^ 3 (Corollary 1). We obtain the result for n = 3 in
Corollary 6 by applying [6] and showing that our construction, in fact,
produces a 2-sphere having 1-ULC complementary domains. We note
that our technique for constructing the desired spheres differs from
what was done in [5] for n = 3. There, an ambient homeomorphism
was also constructed along with the desired 2-sphere. The method for
constructing the desired Cantor set C is simply a generalization to
higher dimensions of the work done in [5], which in turn is actually
based on a clever idea of Borsuk in [1]. Interestingly enough, while the
work needed to obtain the main result in [5] for n = 3 is almost as long
and involved as our generalization here, an elementary eight line proof
of the result when n = 2 is given in the last paragraph of this same
paper. As in [5], we also obtain a number of easy corollaries to our
main result. One interesting corollary is that there exists for each
n ^ 2 a countable collection of tame Cantor sets in En such that each
straight line in En intersects a countable number of these Cantor sets.

The organization of our papers is as follows. In the remainder of
this section we give some standard definitions. In §2, we state our
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basic result, Theorem 1, and the main result for n / 3 as Corollary
1. We then note four additional corollaries and their short proofs,
assuming the main result for n g 2. In §3, we state two key theorems
(Theorems 2 and 3) needed to prove Theorem 1, and then give a proof of
Theorem 1 using these two results. In §4, we prove Theorem 2. In §5,
we state and prove a result using a simple canonical geometrical
construction which is then used in §6, along with Theorem 2, to prove
Theorem 3. Finally, in Corollary 6, we show that if we make use of the
particularly nice canonical construction suggested by the proof of
Theorem 3 to obtain an example satisfying Theorem 1 when n = 3, then
we in fact obtain a tame 2-sρhere having the desired properties. We
now give some definitions.

By a POLYHEDRON in E\ we will mean a compact subset of En

having the same point set as some finite rectilinear subcomplex K of
E\ Our REGULAR NEIGHBORHOODS will be standard as in
[2J. We will call a k-sphere Σ (or a /c-cell D) in En TAME if there
exists an ambient homeomorphism carrying Σ (or D) onto a polyhedron
in En. We say a Cantor set C in En (or Sn) is TAME if there exists a
space homeomorphism carrying C into a subset of a line (or a
circle). If C is a Cantor set in Sk CE\ then we say that C is TWICE
TAME in Sk if C is tame in both Sk and in En. If Σ is a tame k- sphere
in En and H is a (n - k — l)-hyρerplane in En, we say H LINKS Σ if
if Π X = φ and Σ is not homologous to zero in E n - H. An open subset
ί/ Of an (n - 1)-sphere S CEn is LOCALLY FLAT if for any point
x EU there exists an open subset W in En such that (W, W Π [/) is
homeomorphic, as pairs, to (En,En~ι). If Ha is any (n -1)-
dimensional linear hyperspace in En, let πa: En -> ίfα denote the natural
projection of En onto jFfα. That is, if L is a straight line orthogonal to
Ha, then πa(L) = LΠHa. Finally, we give an important definition
which will be used in one of our key theorems, Theorem 2. Given
XCEn and e >0, let Xe ={JC EX\d(x,FrX)^e}. We note that X€

can also be expressed as U{x EX\N(x,e)CX}. Hence, Xe is a
closed subset of int X.

2. Main results.
THEOREM 1. For each n ^ 2, ίftere exίsfs m JBΛ an (n — \)-sphere S

containing a twice tame Cantor subset C such that S -C is locally flat
and all projections of the two sets are the same. That is, for every
πa:E

n->Ha, ττΛ(S) = τrβ(C).

Applying [3], we immediately obtain the following result.

COROLLARY 1. For each n ^ 4 or n = 2, there exists in En a tame
(n — \)-sphere S containing a twice tame Cantor subset C such that all
projections of the sets are the same.
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For the remaining corollaries, we will assume our main result for all
n ^ 2. That is, we will assume Theorem 1 and Corollary 6, and hence
have the analogous result to Corollary 1 for all n ^ 2.

COROLLARY 2. For each n § 3 , there exists in En a tame k-sphere
Sfc ( l έ / c g n - 2 ) which can not be linked by any (n — k — l)-hyperplane
H.

COROLLARY 3. Let n § 2 , and let P be any subcomplex of Enl of

dimension § 1 . Then there exists an embedding h:P-*En and a
Cantor subset C of P such that all projections of h (P) and h (C) are the
same. Furthermore, we can pick h and C so that C is tame in P and in
En~\ h{C) istameinEn, andforeach simplexσofP, h(σ) istameίnE".

COROLLARY 4. If we restrict the above two corollaries to the case
where n ^ 3 , k = n — 2, and P is an (n — 2)sphere, then for any tame
codimension two knot Kn~2CEn, we obtain the above two conclusions
with /t(P) = Xn~2 embedded equivalently to K.

COROLLARY 5. There exists a countable collection of tame Cantor
sets in En (n g 2) such that each straight line interval in En intersects a
countable number of these Cantor sets.

Proof of 2. Let 5 and C be as in Corollary 1 (recall we are
assuming Corollary 6 if n = 3). Since C is twice tame, there exists a
homeomorphism /: En -» En such that f(S) is a polyhedron and f(C)
lies in a line segment in f(S). Given fc, l S / c g n - 2 , let £ be a
subpolyhedral /c-sphere in f(S) containing /(C). Let X =
/"^(z). Then C c X c S and clearly X is tame. Suppose H is an
(n-k- l)-hyperplane missing X. Since H then misses C and every
projection of C and 5 are the same, H misses S. Since S is tame, intS
is an n-cell missing H. Therefore, X bounds a (fc + l)-cell in intS
missing Jf, and H does not link X.

Proof of 3. Let S and / be as above. For notational purposes,
denote the above C by C. Since P has dimension ^ 1, we can
piecewise linearly embed P in f(S) so that the image of some segment
of P contains /(C). Denote the embedding by g: P-*f(S). Define
h:P-*En by / i = / I o g . Let C = h'\C). Since CCh(P)CS and
πa(S) = πα(C) for all α, we have πa(h(P)) = πα(ft(C)). Clearly, the
remaining conclusions also hold.

Proof of 4. Take P in the above proof to be a polyhedral
(n - 2)-disk D and let g: D-+f(S) be the above map, where g(D) lies
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in some (n - l)-simρlex σ of /(S). Given the knot K, in a neighbor-
hood of σ in int/(5) attach a polyhedral (n - 2)-disk E to Bdg(D) so
that EΠf(S) = Bdg(D) and E Ug(D) is a polyhedral (n -2)-sphere
belonging to the same knot class as K. Let F be a homeomorphism of
En onto itself carrying K onto E U g ( D ) . Define h:K-*En by
Λ = / 1 o F | X . The result now easily follows. We note, any line
intersecting h{K) also intersects S, since Λ(K)CintS. Therefore,

(h(K)) US) for all α.

Proof of 5. Let 5 and C be as in Corollary 1, and let JCO£

intS. Let Z denote the subset of En consisting of all points having
rational coordinates. Given z E Z, let Tz: En -*En be the translation
carrying x0 to z. Then {T2(C)\z G Z} is the desired countable collec-
tion of Cantor sets. Let e > 0 be so small that N(JC0, c) Cint 5. Given
a straight line L, pick z 6 Z so that dist(z,L)<e. Then
T2(N(x,€))Γ)Lέ φ, and hence L D TZ(S)^ φ. But this implies that
L Π TZ(C)^ φ. Clearly, for any L, there are a countable number of
such z's.

3. Proof of Theorem 1. The idea for the following theorem
resulted from trying to understand the basic lemmas of [5] so as to
isolate and state precisely the key ingredient which would allow us to
generalize the results of [5] to higher dimensions.

THEOREM 2. Suppose δ is α positive number, D is α polyhedral
n-cell in En (n g 2), and Bu B2, , Bm is a finite collection of polyhedral
n-cells having disjoint interiors such that UjΊi B, = D, and for each
j = 1, ,m, diamβy < δ. If e and η *are positive numbers, T is a
(rectilinear) triangulation ofD containing each Bf as a subcomplex, Z{ is
a compact subset of D missing the (n - lyskeleton of T, and Z2 is a
compact subset of D missing BdD, then there exist a finite collection,
B\,B2, ,B m of polyhedral n-cells and a PL η-homeomorphism h ofD
onto itself such that

(i) h carries each B} onto B} and is the identity on Z, U Z2 U Bd D
and ) n all B} missing Bd D,

(ii) U r . i f i , = A
(iii) diam Bf < δ, for j = 1,2, , m, and
(iv) there exists a y > 0 such that U ^ (B J) intersects any straight

line intersecting D\ In fact, any straight line intersecting De intersects
some B] where Bj Π BdD^ φ.

To prove Theorem 1, we will start with the rectilinear (n - 1)-
sphere Bd([- 1, l]n) in E\ We then will define a sequence of PL
homeomorphisms each modifying in elementary canonical fashion the
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previously given polyhedral (n — 1)-sphere having certain "nice" prop-
erties into a new polyhedral (n - 1)- sphere having similar "nice"
properties. An application of Theorem 2 and then a sequence of
applications of Theorem 3 (whose proof also will make use of Theorem
2) will then give us our desired Cantor set and (n — l)-sphere. The next
result, Theorem 3, describes what "nice" is and how we do these
modifications. Before stating this result, we first need two simple
definitions.

Suppose F is a polyhedral n-cell in En and G is a subpolyhedron of
F We will call the pair (F, G) a codimension-one cell-cell pair if (F, G)
is PL homeomorphic, as pairs, to ( [ - 1,1]""1 x [- 1,1],[- 1, l]"" !x
0). We will call the pair (F, G) a codimension-one produce cell-sphere
pair if (F, G) is PL homeomorphism, as pairs, to

Since we will only be considering codimension-one pairs here, for
notational purposes we will drop the "codimension-one" and simply
denote each of the above pairs as a c.c. pair or a p.c.s. pair. The
dimension n will always be clear from the context.

THEOREM 3. Let She a polyhedral (n - l)-$phere in En (n § 2), X
a compact subset of En containing S in its interior, e' is a positive
number, BX,B2,' ,Bm a disjoint collection of polyhedral n-cells, and
Gx, G2, ,Gr a disjoint collection of polyhedral (n - \)-cells in S such
that

(1) 5 - Uί-i int G, misses Ujl, Bh

(2) for each j , B} intersects one and only one Gh each G* is
interesected by some Bh and if B} Π G{ ^ φ, then (BhBj Π G,) is a c.c. or
p.c.s. pair, and

(3) any straight line intersecting X also intersects some B).
Then, given δ, and δ2 > 0 and 0 < η < dist (S,En - X), there exist
(4) positive number y and e, with 0 < e ^ e',
(5) for each j = 1,2, , m, a finite collection of disjoint

polyhedral n-cells BhBi2, , Bjmi in intBh

(6) for each i = 1,2, , r, a finite collection of disjoint polyhedral
(n - \)-cells Gix, Gn, , Gm in int Gh and

(7) a PL homeomorphism f: En —»F"
such that

(8) diam Bjk < δ, and diam Gu < δ2,
(9) / = id on (En - U Ί, B}) D S - UΓ=, int G, and moves points

less than η on U ^G, - Ui-jU^intGa,
(10) f(S - UUi UΓί.iGβ) misses U?=, U p A
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(11) for each j, k, Bjk intersects one and only one f(Gn), each f(Gu)
is intersected by some Bjk, and
each such nonempty intersection is either a c.c. or p.c.s. pair,

(12) for each Gn Cint Gh there exists an integer k such that G,, and
f(Gij) each lie in intBk,

(13) /(S)Cint[XU(U?=iB/)] (recall ( X β ^ i β ' ) ,
(14) any straight line intersecting UjLiB] also intersects

UΓ-iU?i,BJ, and
(15) any straight line intersecting XU(Uj"βIBj) intersects some

B Jfc. (Hence any straight line interesting f(S) also intersects some B J.)

We now give a proof of Theorem 1 assuming Theorems 2 and
3. Theorem 2 will be proved in §4 and Theorem 3 in §6.

Proof of Theorem 1. Let 5 0 = B d ( [ - 1 , l]π) and let Bo =
[ - 2,2]n. Let Γo be any rectilinear triangulation of Bo obtained by first
triangulating Bd Bo and then letting simplexes of Γo be those in Bd Bo,
the origin, and those of the form {the origin joined with a simplex in
BdBo} We note, each n- simplex Δ of Γo intersects 5 0 and (Δ,Δ Π So)
is a c.c. pair. Let Δ b , Δm denote the n- simplexes of Γo. Let e0 and
η each equal |. We now apply Theorem 2 using δ = 3, D = Bo, Bt = Δ, ,
e=€0 = i rj =1, T=T(hZί = φ andZ2 = [f,H\ Let Bl9B2,--;Bm be
the collection of polyhedral n- cells promised by Theorem 2. Since
50CZ2, it follows that 2% nS0 = Δj ΠS0 for each /. Hence, each Bt

intersects So and (BhBj Π 50) is a c.c. pair. Also, since each Δ, has an
(n - 1)- face in Bd D, each £, intersects Bd D. By Theorem 2, (iv) there
exists an eλ ( = γ there) such that UfLi Bfi intersects any straight line
intersecting Btf. Let X, = Bft and let BιuBn, ,Bimi be polyhedral
n-cells in the interior of BuB2,- ,Bm, respectively, such that B€

nC
int Bij and (£#,£# Π 50) is a c.c. pair. (This just requires a small
shrinking of each B, using the collar structure of the c.c. pair.) The
Bq's are now disjoint. Choose β i > 0 so that B Of l | ' , Also, let
Gn,Gi2, ,G,m be disjoint (n - l)-cells in So so that intG,, DBυ Π
So. Hence So - U™=1 Gυ misses U/l, Biy. For notational purposes, we
now denote So by Si. We observe that the collection Su Xu *Ί, {Bυ}
and {Gη} now satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 3.

Inductively, suppose that for some fixed / 0 = 1, we have for each
l ^ i g / o a collection Sh Xh e , {2?;,} and {Go} satisfying the hypothesis of
Theorem 3, and a PL homeomorphism fi-λ:E

n-*En such that

/,-,($_!> = S,, diamB/y < ψ=-ί9 and diam [(/_,o ofιof0y
ί(Gu)] <

2/2'"1. Also, for 1< i ^ i0, we suppose that

U/Γ-1, (G^) C U int G-u, U Bf/ C U int B,-u, X = X, U [ U U «
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for some 0 < ek ̂  e'k, / i = id on

(E« - y Bi-u) => (Si-i- Q i n t a

and for each Go , there exist integers k and / so that /Γ-\(G//) lies in
(intG,-u)C(intjB,-u) and G<, CintjB,.u.

We observe, if we let /0 = identity, then we have our inductive step
for I'O = 1 (the "also" part is vacuous for ί0 = 1). Now suppose we have
our inductive hypothesis for ί0 = p. We will show that the inductive
hypothesis holds for i0 = p + 1. Suppose we now have a collection Sp,
Xpj e'p9 {BPj}Jiι and {Gpί}

 p

=1 satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 3. Let
δ{ = 3/2p and choose δ2 so small that for any subset A CSP of diameter
< δ 2 , we have diam [(£_!<>• °/i°/0)~1(A)]<2/2p. We now apply

Theorem 3 using these δ's. The γ of Theorem 3, (4) becomes our new
βp+i and the e our new ep. The n-cells of (5) become our collection
fBp+w}Γ=Γ a n d the concluded / of (7) is our desired /p. We let
Sp+ι=fp(Sp) and the images of the (n - 1)-cells of (6) under fp become
our collection {Gp+U} p=γ. Clearly the diameters of our new IΓs and G's
are of the appropriate size. Clearly (5) and (6) of Theorem 3 give us the
first two requirements of the "also" part of our induction hypothesis for
i = p + 1. We let Xp+ί = XPU ( U ^ , B%). This then satisfies the next
statement of the "also" part and by (13) of Theorem 3, Sp+iC
int Xp+1. By (15) of that theorem, any straight line intersecting Xp+ι also
intersects some B#tfj. Adding conclusions (10) and (11), we see that
our new collection 5P+1, Xp+ί9 €p+u {Bp+hj} and {Gp+U} also satisfies the
hypothesis of Theorem 3. Conclusions (9) and (12) of Theorem 3 give
us the final two statements of the "also" part of our inductive
hypothesis for i = p + 1.

Hence, inductively, we obtain for each iί ̂  1 a PL homeomorphism
fi-ί:E

n-*En such that /-lίS,-,) = Sh with each /,., modifying the
previous 5,-i as described above in the inductive hypothesis. For each
i δ l , let Λi=/i° °/i|5,; recall S, = Bd([- 1, l]n). We ignore /0,
since it is the identity. Since the diameters of our B^s are less than
3/211, and ft = id outside the JBiy's, we have that d(/t((jc)9 Λ,-I(JC)) < 3/21"1

for all x G Si. Hence h = lim^oA is a continuous function carrying Sγ

into E\
We recall that / only modifies 5, on the union of the Gή 's. Hence,

if we let Hq = /ιΓ-i(G/,) for all i and /, then for k^i we have that
hk = hi-ι on Si - Uy'-iίίi. We recall that in defining / we picked the
Gi+i/s so that diamfί + u <2/2' for all i and /. Since for each /, the
collection {Hi}} is a disjoint collection of polyhedral (n - 1)-cells in Si
and Ufli+u C UintHίj (by the first part of the "also" inductive
hypothesis) it follows that C* = Πr=i U Hy is a tame Cantor set in Si
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[4]. By similar reasoning, C = Πr=i UjBy is also a tame Cantor set in
E\

We now claim that h is 1-1 on 5, and that h (C*) = C. We already
have observed that h is 1-1 on Sx — C*, since each ft, is a homeomorph-
ism and for any x E Sx — C*, there exists an i such that h = ft, in a
neighborhood of JC. Also, since 5, - U G{i misses U Bih for every ί, no
JC E Si - C* is carried to a point of C. It remains to show that h | C* is
a homeomorphism of C* onto C. Given any Gih there exist integers k
and / so that fT-i(Gιl)C(intGi-ιJ[)n(intBi-u) and G* C
intBi-ιj. Therefore hi-ι(Hij) CintB^u. Since hk = id outside UB,_U

for fc ^ i - 1, it follows that h(Hij) CBt-u. Similarly, given Hi+ltk CHih

there exists a Bιs such that h(Hi+u)CBitS. Since ft is continuous,
Bίs CBi-u. Since each point of C* is the intersection of Hi}'s i =
1,2, , and each point of C is the intersection of B/,,'s, it follows that
for every x E C*, ft(jc)GC. We see that h is 1-1 on C* because each
Bij intersects one and only one Gik. h \C* is onto because each Gik is
intersected by some Bή. Another way to observe that h | C* is onto is
that clearly ft (Si) D C and no point of 5i — C* is carried to C

We now claim that h(Sι) = S D C satisfies Theorem 1. Since
Λ(C*) = C, C is twice tame in 5. To prove that all projections of C
and 5 are the same, it suffices to show that any straight line L
intersecting 5 also intersects C. Hence, suppose we are given L, such
that L ΠST^ φ. If L does not intersect C then for some large /, L
misses U-ΐiB/y. Since all further modifications of S, occur in U/ϊiDg
and L Π 5 ^ φ, it follows that L Π S , ^ φ. Now 5, CXi and any line
intersecting Xt also intersects some B'jCBij. This contradiction shows
that L Π C y φ, and this completes the proof of Theorem 1.

4. Proof of Theorem 2. Given D and UfL,!?, = D such that
diam B} < δ, suppose T is a triangulation of D containing each Bj as a
subcomplex and Z! is a compact subset of D missing the (n - 2)-
skeleton of Γ. Given β and η > 0, we may suppose by taking smaller
numbers if necessary (certainly, if (iv) holds for a smaller e', it will hold
for the given one —since if 0 < e ' ^ e , then De CDe) that De DZ2

D€DZ2U{Bj\Bj ΠBdD = φ}U{simplexes Δ E Γ | Δ Π B d D = φ} and
that η < 1/4 min({δ -diam J3y |/ = 1,2, ,m}, dist(Z,, Γ(n"2))), where
Γ ( n 2 ) is the (n - 2)- skeleton of T. Since Γ contains each B} as a
subcomplex and UjLιBs = D , it follows that the mesh of Γ < δ .

Let Δ l5 ,ΔΓ be the n-simplexes of Γ, ordered so that the
n-simplexes of T having faces in BdD appear first in this
ordering. That is, suppose each of Δ,, ,Δ, intersects BdD, while
each of Δί+1, ,ΔΓ lie in intD. By our assumption on e, Δί+1 U U
ΔΓ CD* and given any Δ, (1 ̂  i ^ t), then each face of Δ, missing BdD
also lies in D€. We will now consider each Δi through Δ, in turn, and
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construct small "ridges" on them so that if R> denotes the ridge
constructed on Δ, , then Δ, Ui?t is a polyhedral n-cell, each 1?, misses
D€ U BdD U Z, (hence misses Z2, since Z2 CD€), the JR,'s are disjoint,
and JRiΠBdΔ, separates BdΔ, Π D e from BdΔ.ΠBdD (in BdΔ,).
Also, each ridge Ri will be so small that if σ is any simplex of T missing
Δ, , then Rt Πσ = φ. Actually, each Rt will be PL equivalent to
Ni x [ - U ] x [ ( U ] , where N, is a polyhedral (n -2)-manifold in BdΔ,
separating BdΔ, Π D€ from BdΔ, Π BdD and £, Π Δ, CBdΔ, will cor-
respond to N, x [0,1] x 0. Since all the ridges will be of this form and
will be disjoint and will all miss Zγ U BdD U D\ we can construct for
each i = 1,2,, , t PL η-homeomorphism Λ, taking D onto itself such
that hi only moves points in a small neighborhood Wt of Rt and takes Δ,
onto Δ, U JR, . The Wi's will be small enough neighborhoods so as to be
disjoint and also miss ZjUBdDUD*. The desired h will then be
ht °/ιf_i° °fti and J3, will be defined by J3, = Λ(i?,). Clearly, h is a PL
η-homeomorphism and conclusions (i), (ii) and (iii) follow immediately.

We first consider Δj. We know Δ, Π B d D ^ φ. We can assume
for each /, ί^i^t, that Bd Δ, Φ Bd D. Otherwise Δ, = D = Bx and we
can take h = id and γ = e. Let Mx be a "small" regular neighborhood
of Δ, Π BdD in BdΔi so that M, misses Δ, Π D e and so that the various
components of Mx correspond to regular neighborhoods of the various
components of Δ, Π BdD. Also, since Zλ misses the (n — 2)-skeleton
of Γ, if we take a small enough regular neighborhood so that Bd M{ lies
in a small neighborhood of T(n~2\ we can suppose Bd M, = N, misses
Zλ. We now simply repeat the procedure for each Δ, (/ = 2,3, , ί) in
turn, taking smaller and smaller regular neighborhoods each time to
insure that the N, 's ( = Bd Mf 's) are disjoint. (We can think of the N, 's
as lying in smaller and smaller neighborhoods of Bd D as i
increases. That is, we can think of M, as being the simplicial neighbor-
hood of Δ ^ B d D in BdΔ! under some sufficiently high bary centric
subdivision of Γ, and the consecutive Af/'s will be similar except each
lying in higher and higher barycentric subdivisions of Γ.)

Now let each W t be an appropriately "small" regular neighborhood
of Ni in int D under some sufficiently high further barycentric subdivi-
sion of Γ. By small we mean small enough so that the Wi's are disjoint
(components of each Wt correspond to components of each N,), U Wi
misses D ' U B d D U Z j , and Δ, U W| lies in an η-neighborhood of
Δ, . It follows easily from standard PL theory ([2]) that each Wx ~
N , x [ - l , l ] 2 with WίΠΔ, « N, x [-1,1] x [-1,0], WiΠextΔ, -
Nx x [- 1,1] x [0,1], and Wt Π BdΔ, « Nx x [- 1,1] xθ. Since the PL
equivalence can be obtained carrying x E TV,- to (JC, 0,0) E N, x [ - 1,1]2,
by taking a smaller Wh if necessary, we can suppose that the preimage
of x x[— 1,1]2 lies in a η-neighborhood of JC in intD for each x E
Ni. The required JR, Cint Wt will then be the regular neighborhood of
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Ni in ext Δ, Π int Wt corresponding to N> x [ - |, fi x [0,
[ - 1,1]2. To define the desired η-homeomorphism ft,: D -> D keeping
points of D - int Wi fixed and carrying Δ, onto Δ, U Rt is now elemen-
tary.

As we have already noted, our PL homeomorphism h is
ht °h t-χ° ° hi. We observe that h only moves points in simplexes
intersecting BdD and given any Δ, , 1 ̂  i ^ ί, ft(Δ,) D I?, U (Δ, - [small
nbd. of U}βlIv/l*/]), and for ί > ί, ft(Δ.) = Δ, .

It now remains to prove cconclusion (iv). We claim that any
straight line L intersecting D€ intersects the interior of some Bt =
h(Bi). Since each Bx is the union of certain Δ, 's, it suffices to show that
L intersects the interior of some /ι(Δy). In fact, we will show that L
intersects the interior of some Λ(Δy) where Λ(Δ,)nBdD =
Δ, ΠBdD^φ. Given L, there exists a p E B d D ' and a p ' E B d D
such that the open segment U of L between p and pf misses
D€ U BdD. If U lies in no proper face of any n-simplex Δ, of Γ, then
for some point p" of U near /?', we could have the open segment V of L
between /?" and /?' lying in the interior of some Δ( . If we pick p " close
enough to p' so as to miss all the ridges and their neighborhoods, the
Wiί 's, then V C h (int Δ, ). If U lies in some proper face of some Δ,, then
since N, separates p from p \ there exists a point p of L in Nh But
then, p eΛ(intΔi), since Ni C/i(intA,).

To complete the proof now, we make use of the following argument
given in [1], p. 274. Let A denote the space of all lines L inEn. That
is, points of A are straight lines in En. The topology of A is generated
by the following basis. Given L E A, a finite collection pl9 p2, , pm of
points of L, and e,,€2,j ,€m >0 , let N(L,(p,,p2, ,pm), (e,, ,em)}
be the set of all lines L in En such that for each / there exists p, E L
with dist(p,,p/) < e(. This has a subbasis of the form {JV(L,p,β)| E A,
p E L, and e > 0}. For given any U = N(L, (p,, ,pm), (€„• , em))
and LEU, then Πτ=ιN(L,phii)CU, where distίp^p.) = δ, <6, and
6, g €, - δ, . We note A also has a basis of the form {N(L(r, s), (e, €))}
where for each L E A we used fixed points r^ s EL. For given any U
as above and LEU, we consider N(L,phe, ) / = 1,2,- ,m where
Πr=iN(L,p,, e,) C [/. Let r and s be any two distinct points of L. For
each i, there exists a δ, > 0 so that any L E N(L, (r, 5), (δ,, &)) intersects
the €r neighborhood of p, in En. Hence, if e = min {ft 11 = 1,2, , m},
then

N(L,( r , s ) , (€ ,€) )cn N{L,phit)CU.
1 = 1

Let Λ denote the subspace of A consisting of all lines L in En

intersecting D\ For each point p E Bd D e and p ' E BdD, let L(p,p')
denote the straight line in En containing p and p \ Let F: BdD* x
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BdD->Λ be defined by F(p,p') = L (/?,/?'). Since
L(p,p') depends continuously on (p,p') Since BdD* x BdD is com-
pact and F carries this space continuously onto Λ, Λ is compact. Now
for each LEA, let r(L) = sup {5 | N(x, s)C some Bh with Bt Π
B d D ^ φ , and xEL}. By the above paragraph, r ( L ) > 0 for all
LEA. Since r(L) depends continuously on L, there exists a γ0 such
that r(L) ^ γ0 for every LEA. But then, given any γ, 0 < γ < γ0, it
follows that if L E Λ, then L meets UΓ=i 2?T. This completes the proof
of Theorem 2.

5. A geometrical construction. In order to state our next
result, we first need some notation. Let rDn be the polyhedral n-cell in
En defined by rDn =[-r,r]n and let Σ""1 denote the polyhedral
(n - l)-sphere in En bounding Dn = [— 1, l]n. For a given n ^ 2 , we
are going to want to again consider c.c. and p.c.s. polyhedral
pairs. Recall these are polyhedral pairs PL homeomorphic to
(D\Dnί) or to (2Dnί x [- 1,1], Σ n l x [- 1,1]), respectively. Those
of the first type divide naturally into two polyhedral n- cells and those of
the second type divide naturally into three polyhedral n-cells as
follws. We express Dn as Dl U D ! , where Dl =D f l~1x[0,1] and
Dl = D n - 1 x [ - l , 0 ] . We express 2D""1x [-1,1] as F 0 U F + U F _ ,
where F0 = Dnlx [- 1,1] and Fa = (2Dn

a

ι-mtDnί)x[- 1,1], α =
+ or - . We note Dl ΠDl = Dnlx0 (which we have identified with

F+ U F_ = (2Dnl - int DnX) x [ - 1,1], F+ Π F_ = ( 2 D n ' 2 - int D""2)

and F o n Fα = Σ Γ 2 * [~ 1,1], α = + o r - , where Σ Γ 2 = Σ"" 2 Π BΓ 1 , « =
- h o r - .

Given any m ^ O , let D^m ) and (2D"" 1 x [- 1, l]) ( m ) denote the
"cellular" rectilinear subdivision of Dn and (2Dnl x [- 1,1]) obtained
by considering the union of the cells of the form x"-i[i/,fcj] and
χ?=i [sj91}]9 respectively, plus their faces, where ij (j = I,- -,n) and sn is
of the form p \2m and p is an integer such that - 2m ^ p < 2m> Sj
0" = l, " , π - l ) is of the form q/2m and q is an integer such that
- 2 m + 1 ^q<2m+I, and in each case fc, = /, + l/2m and t} = s, + l/2m. We
note each of Dn

{m) and ( 2 D n l x [~ 1, l]) ( m ) contains Dnl and Σ π " ! x
[- 1,1] as a "cellular" subcomplex. Also, for each m ^ 1, D(

n

m+1) and
( 2 D Π I x [ - 1, l]) ( m + 1 ) subdivides D?m) and (2Dnl x [ - 1, l])(m),
respectively. For each n ^ 2 and m ^ 1, let A +^) and Λ 1 ^ denote the
unique disjoint (n ~ l)-cells in Dnl containing the point (1, , 1) and
( - 1, - 1, , - 1), respectively. For each n ^ 2 and m ^ 1, let CS^1),
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C $ , , C"--^ denote the disjoint (n - l)-cells in Σn~2x [ - 1,1] defined by
( i ^ x l ) x [ - 1, - 1 + l/2m], (Aϊfm

2>x I) x [ l - l/2m, I], and
( Λ ϊ 5 , x { - 1}) x [ - 1, - 1 + l/2m], respectively.

Observation 1. Given any n ^ 2 and m ^ 1, D"m) and
( 2 D n " 1 x [ - 1, l])(m) induce "cellular" rectilinear subdivisions of Dn

a

(a = + o r - ) and Fn

β (β = 0, + or- ) . We will denote these by Dn

aim)

and Fn

β(m), respectively. Moreover, by merely moving back and forth,
layer by layer, it is not too difficult to see that the n-cells of Dn

a{m) can be
ordered, starting with the one containing A " ^ or Cn

β^h respectively, so
that any two consecutive cells of our ordering have an (n - l)-face in
common. Given such an ordering, let άa(m) (or cβim)) denote the
rectilinear path in DJ (or F") obtained by taking the union of the
following segments: the segment joining the barycenter of Al^ (or
CjSΓm)) t o the barycenter of our first n-cell (which contains this given
(n - l)-cell) and then adding the segments joining the barycenters of our
consecutive cells in our ordering. We note, άa(m) (or cα(m)) minus the
barycenter of AZ^ (or Cl^) lies in the interior of Dn

a (or Fn

a) and άa{m)

(or cβ(m)) intersects each n-cell of Dn

a{m) (or F"(m)) and this intersection is,
in fact, a simple spanning path, except in the case of the last n-cell
involved.

We now can state our desired result.

THEOREM 4. Suppose S is a polyhedral (n - 1)-sphere in En (n ^
2), B\9 B2, - - , Bm are disjoint polyhedral n-cells, and Gu G2, , Gr are
disjoint polyhedral (n - \)-cells in S such that

(1) 5 - Uί= 1 int Gι misέes U ^ B , ,
(2) for each /, B} intersects one and only one G, (different B} 's may

intersect the same G, )
(3) each d is intersected by some Bh and
(4) // Bj Π d ^ φ, then there exists a PL homeomorphism ft,

carrying the polyhedral pair (BhBj ΠG.) onto one of the two types
described above.

IJh,: (BhBj Π G,)->(Dn,Dn l) and we let Bja = hγ(Dl) and Aja =
hj ι(Aail)) (a = +or -),or//ft fc:(Bk,JBknG ι)^(2DΛ-1x[-l,l],Σ"-2x
[ - 1,1]) and we let Bkβ = hk\Fβ) and Ckβ = h'k

ι(Cβω) (β = 0 , + or- ) ,
then given positive numbers 6, and β2, and a rectilinear triangulation Tof
En containing all the above polyhedra as subcomplexes (such a T exists
by [2]), there exist

(5) a subdivision f of T such that for each ja (kβ) there exists a
finite collection BjaU Bja2, -,Bjam(ja) of polyhedral n-cells having disjoint
interiors such that U Bjai = Bja and each Bjai is a subcomplex of T of
diameter < e , (the corresponding conclusion holds for each kβ), and
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(6) a PL homeomorphism h: En -*En and for each ja (kβ) there
exists a polyhedral (n - l)~cell Gja lying in the interior of Aja such that
diam Gja < β2, h (int Gja) C int Bja, h (Gja) misses the (n - 2)-skeleton of T
and intersects each Bjai (i = 1,2, , m(ja)) so as to give a polyhedral
pair of one of the two types described above (the analogous statements
holds for each kβ where Gkβ CintCkβ), each of hypothesis (2) and (3)
holds for the new "smaller" B's and ft(G)'s, and h = id on

(En- U B)u[S-(UintGja)U(UintGkβ)l
\ 7 = 1 /

Observation 2. We note, given G,, if G, intersects Bju-,Bjmn

where for some k0, O^ko^mh (Bjk,Bjk ΠG,) is of the first type for
l^k ^k0 ( = φ if fc0 = 0) and (Bjk,Bik Π G,) is of the second type for
fco+ 1 = k ^ mf ( = φ if ko = mι)9 then the above result gives us a new
collection of disjoint polyhedral (n - l)-cells Gjka (1 ̂ k ^k0, a = +
or - ) and Gjkβ (k0 + 1 ̂  k ^ mh β = 0, + or - ) in int G, each lying in the
interior of the appropriate Bjk. Moreover, if we shrink each Bjkai or Bm

(where jk corresponds to some / or k in (5) above) using the appropriate
collar structure, we can obtain a disjoint collection of polyhedral n- cells
{BjkahBjkβi} so that

5 - (U int Gjka) U ( U int Gjkβ) = h(S - (U int Gika) U (U int Gjkβ)

misses the union of the Bjkai's and Bjkβi's, and each h(Gjka)ΠBjkai and
h(Gjkβ) Π Bjkβi is a polyhedral pair of one of the two types above. That
is, the new collection of (n - l)-cells and n-cells (the Bjkai's) are disjoint
and satisfy the hypothesis (l)-(4) of Theorem 4.

Proof of Theorem 4. Let T be the triangulation of En containing
all the given polyhedra. Given, the ft, and Λk, choose an integer M
large enough so that the preimage of each n-cell of D*M) under Λ, and
each n-cell of (2Dn~ιx [- 1,1])(M) under hk has diameter less than
e,. For each / (or k) let 7] be a triangulation of B} (or Tk be a
triangulation of Bk) and σj(D"M)) (or σk(2Dnl x [ - 1, l])(Af)) be a triangu-
lation of Dn (or 2 D n " ! x [ - 1,1]) such that h} (or hk) is a simplicial
homeomorphism. Let f be the subdivision of T containing the 7}'s
and Tk 's as subcomplexes. Let άaiM) and cβiM) be the polyhedral arcs in
D" ( A f ) and in Fβ(M) as described in Observation 1. By very small
adjustments of the given arcs we can obtain new polyhedral arcs having
similar properties, but now missing the (n - 2)-skeletons of σβ)*H) or
σk(2Dnl x [ - 1,1])(M). Let aja and ckβ be the polyhedral arcs in Bia and
Fja obtained as images of our adjusted αα(M)'s and cβiM)

9s under h 71 and
h~k\ For each Bja, let {J8Jαi, -,Bjam(ja)} be the collection of polyhedral
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n-cells obtained as images of the n-cells of Dl(M) under h 71. Similarly,
the {BkβU •• ,Bkβm(kβ)} are obtained as images of the n-cells of F" ( A f )

under h~k. Conclusion (5) now follows.
Now aia (or ckβ) intersects each Bjai (or Bkβi) in a spanning arc,

except for the last cell. Also, each aja or ckβ misses the (n - 2)-
skeleton of Γ. Let Pja or Qk/3 be small regular neighborhoods of aia or
ckβ in BJα or Bkβy respectively, and in int B, so that each of the Pja and the
Qkβ miss the (n - 2)-skeleton of T and so that G jα = P,α Π Aiα and
Giφ = Qkβ Π Ckβ are all (n - l)-cells of diameter < €2. Let G]a = Bd
/% - int Gja and let Gkβ = Bd Q^ - int Gkβ. If our regular neighbor-
hoodsare small enough and taken in a nice enough fashion, then each of
(Bjah Gja Π BiαI) and (Bkβh Gkβ Π Bkβi) will be a polyhedral pair of type one
or two above [2]. In a small neighborhood of each Pja or Q^, say Pja, or
<?*/3, w e can define a PL homeomorphism ΛJα or hkβ carrying Pja onto
itself or Qkβ onto itself so that hia = W on BdP;α U [(5 - intG i a ) ΠPja]
and hia(Gja) = Gja or Λk/3 = W on Bd Qja U [(S - int Gkβ) Π Qkβ] and
hkβ(Gkβ) = Gkβ. The PL homeomorphism h: En~+En is obtained by
defining ft to be the identity on En - (U Pja) U (U Qkβ), equal to A/β on
Pja, and equal to ΛM on Qkβ. If the P^^s and Qkβ"s are small enough so as
to lie in the interiors of the appropriate B/s and J3*'s, then Conclusion
(6) easily follows.

6. Proof of Theorem 3. The proof of Theorem 3 will now follow
quite easily from Theorems 2 and 4 as follows. Let S, X, e\ {BJ, and
{Gj} be given as in the hypothesis of Theorem 3. We now apply
Theorem 4, where Γ is some triangulation of En as required there and
6, = δx and β2 = δ2. Let T be the subdivision of T and h: En -±En be
the PL homeomorphism promised by Theorem 4. Our desired PL
homeomorphism will be a slight modification of this given h. We will
denote the new n-cells in Bj by Bju , B/w/ and the new (n - l)-cells in
intGi by Giu ,G/>f. (Recall, each B} was divided into two or three
parts and then further divided into the appropriate n-cells {Bμ} and η is
actually the sum of 2's and 3's.) The given G/s will be the desired
(n - l)-cells. We now claim that if we modify the J5/s slightly and
then "shrink" them appropriately, as suggested by Observation 2, then
our result will immediately follow. We will use Theorem 2 to tell us
how little to shrink and modify the various Bμ 's, and how to modify h.

That is, since SCintX, h = id on S-UGq, and
h(UGn)C U int By, we have h(S - U G^CintX and we can pick
0 < e g ef so that h {U G#) C U int B). Fot each B} with triangulation f
and our given e, we apply Theorem 2, where η <dist(S,En - X) and
Zx = Z2= UΛ(GΓS), the two or three new (n - l)-cells in intB, intersect-
ing the various J5/s so nicely. Theorem 2 gives us an PL η
homeomorphism Λy.By-^By such that hj = id on BdB, U(Uft(Gr5))
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and the collection hjiBμ) satisfy the conclusion of that theorem (the δ
there is β, = δi above). Since hs is fixed on Uft(Grs), each (Λ/(JB/(),

hjiBji) Π hhj(Grs)) is still a c.c. or p.c.s. pair (so we can still shrink-in and
preserve this property).

Wenowdefine/: En-+En by / = h on En - UB, and/ = V Λ on
each Bj. We observe, that since / = h = id on En — U Bh f = h} on
Gι ΠBj- U GΓS (where G, is the unique (n - l)-cell intersecting B, and
U Grs is the two or three given sub (n - 1)-cells; recall h = id on this
set), and h} moves points less than TJ, it follows that f(S - UuGij)C
intX Also, since h, = id on U h(Grs), it follows by a choice of above
that fiUijGu) C U int B J. Thus conclusion (13) holds. We now want to
shrink each hj(Bμ) in slightly (using the collar structure as a c.c. or p.c.s.
pair) to obtain our desired disjoint 2?/s so that we have the required
intersections with /(S). We note that since h(S — UG^CBj lies in
UBdBy, and B/t C int fy (£,,), f(S- UGti) will miss the union of the
B/s. By Theorem 2, there exists a γ, > 0 such that any straight line
intersecting B) also intersects some /i/(JB/l )

rι. We now shrink each
hj(Bji) in slightly to obtain a Bfi with the correct intersection property so
that int Bμ D hι(Bfi)

yι. Having done this for each /, we finally pick one
fixed γ >0 so that for each /, B]t D hj(Bμ)

Ύi. It is not too difficult now
to see that conclusions (4)-(14) easily follow.

Conclusion (15) is simply a consequence of hypothesis (3) and
conclusion (14). That is, any straight line intersecting X U ( U B J )
must intersect some B) D B€ by (4) and hence some B J, by (14). This
completes the proof of Theorem 3.

COROLLARY 6. / / 52 is the 2-sphere in E3 and C is the Cantor
subset of S constructed as in the proof of Theorem 1 using the canonical
modifications given by the proof of Theorem 3, then S2 is tame in E2.

Proof. By [6], it will suffice to show that each complementary
domain of S2 is locally simply connected. That is, we must show that if
U is a complementary domain of S2 and p is any point of S2, then given
any neighborhood W of p in E3 there exists a neighborhood V of p in
E3 such that every map of the boundary of a disk D2 into V Γ)U
extends to a map of D2 into W Γ) U. Since S2- C is locally flat, we
only have to show that each complementary domain of 5 2 is locally
simply connected at points of C.

Let p EC and let W be a neighborhood of p in E3. Recall
C = ΠΓ-i Ujli-B?/. Choose ί0 large enough so that the B3

oj containing p
lies in Wt. Recall (B3

iohB
3

ojΠ 5?) is a c.c. or p.c.s. pair, which we can
think of as the union of 3-cells D{ U D2 or Fλ U F2 U F 3 corresponding to
DlUDί or to FlUFlUF* as defined in §5. Let B = B3

io+hk be the
3-cell in int B o/ containing our given point p. Now B lies in the interior
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of the image of one of the 3-cells above under f^. Let us denote this
open image by R. Now RC'mtB^ and R misses S^- lsome
Gi0+u}. Also, it follows easily that for any k ^ i0, (B3

ioh B
3

ioj Π S2

0) is PL
homeomorphic to

(Bhh B^ Π fk o. . of^sj) = (B3

iφB
3

ioi Π S2

k+ι).

Moreover, if we use the nice canonical modifications as suggested in the
proof of Theorem 3 (i.e., using the constructions of §5), it is not too
difficult to see that each component of

intβ^ - [(S2

k+1 Π Bhj) U ( U {Bk+lJ\Bk+lJ CintBw})]

is an open 3-cell, except perhaps for one which is homeomorphic to
SιxE2. This latter case occurs only if intf^, - 5fe has a component
homeomorphic to S1 x E2. We now claim that any map of BdD2 into
i n t B - 5 2 extends to a map of D into (intB^)-S2, Suppose
/: BdD -> (int B) - S2 is any map. Choose fc > i0 + 1, large enough, so
that Ufo Bkj misses /(Bd D). Then /(BdD) misses S U (Lift Bkj) and
hence misses Sk UiU^Bkj) and this latter set contains 5 (since all
further modifications of Sk leading to 5 occur in UintBk/). Let
X = (Sk QBw)U(U{BA ί |B 4 / CintBw}). Consider intB-X. As
above, each component of this is an open 3-cell except one, which is
homeomorphic to SιxE2. However, it is not too difficult to see that
any loop in the component homeomorphic to S1 x E2 shrinks to a point
in R -X. Therefore, either / extends in intB-X (if /(BdD) lies in
some component homeomorphic to an open 3-cell) or / extends in
R -X. Since each of these lie in intB^ - 5, the result follows.
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